
How Mossad Stole 2 Million Votes for Ruto in the Election 

The plot to massively rig Kenya election in 2022 was conceived more than 10 years ago, 

and began in earnest on 15 January, 2012.


But, first things first. I have seen this question online: "How can Kenyan hackers be able 

to infiltrate servers set-up for IEBC by one of the top election management companies in 

the world?"


Answer: Simple. The foreign company deliberately left backdoors open in the servers, 

because their only interest in Kenya election was to rig for William Ruto, on behalf of the 

top spy agency in the world.


Obviously, they did not leave the backdoors in the IEBC servers open for anyone to 

access.


They set them up so that only "authorised people" could illegally access the servers, and 

manipulate the election data therein.


There are a million and one ways of doing that.


Example: Top officials of the foreign company could have created a certain Administrator 

for the servers - let's call him AdminA789 - then manipulated the software, such that, 

even when AdminA789 is "deleted" - and all logs/data shows that Administrator no longer 

exists - AdminA789 can still access the server, and also has all Administrator privileges.




To everyone else, apart from top officials of the foreign election-technology company, 

AdminA789 does not exist.


However, password of this AdminA789 is passed on to Kenyan "hackers", who don't even 

need to be computer experts, since all they will have to do, is log into IEBC servers, and 

enter the data handed to them.


NOTE: Above method is just one among many, that the election was rigged in favour of 

Kenyan Kwanza, at the expense of Azimio.


How it all started 

In January 2012, URP political party was registered, with Mossad agents - Farouk Kibet 

and others - managing it, under the radar.


The political leader of the party was registered as William Ruto - He thought Farouk & his 

team were just enthusiastic supporters.


In 2013 general election, the party did not manage to have any MP in Mount Kenya 

region.




Breakthrough 

In 2016, URP merged with President Uhuru Kenyatta's TNA, to form Jubilee Party.


The Mossad agents managing URP under the radar, became part of the new Jubilee Party 

secretariat.


In 2017, these agents massively rigged Jubilee party nominations in Mt Kenya region in 

favour of candidates whose loyalty was to Ruto only.


These rigged-in Jubilee party candidates in Mt Kenya region, rode on the wave of Jubilee 

& Uhuru's popularity to become elected as MCAs, MPs, Senators and Governors in 2017 

general elections. 


NOTE: If URP & TNA had not merged, these Ruto-affiliated politicians in Mt Kenya would 

have lost to their TNA opponents in 2017 elections.


In 2020, Mossad acquired UDA political party, using third parties.


Its leader became William Ruto, with Mossad's Veronica Maina as Secretary General.


One by one, the MCAs, MPs, Senators and Governors in Mt Kenya region, who were 

rigged-in during Jubilee nominations, started defecting to UDA.




2022 Elections 

Any attempts by the government to ensure transparency in IEBC was met by strong 

opposition from Ms Veronica Maina, who would threaten IEBC, and also write to Western 

Governments,  claiming it was a plot to rig the election.


Consequently, IEBC became totally independent of government, meaning that the agents 

Mossad had quietly embedded into it, would now work without any hindrance.


Through their control of IEBC chairman, via their agents embedded into IEBC, Mossad 

managed to manipulate him into selecting a company they secretly control - Smartmatic - 

to manage Kenya 2022 general election.


Ms Maina publicly supported the award of tender to Smartmatic by IEBC.


The plan to rig the election was now almost complete.


Next, through their control of IEBC chairman, Mossad managed to have him select a 

Greece-based company, which they also secretly control, to print election ballots.


Their control of all aspects of Kenya general election was now complete.




Rigging 

They knew that, if they only rigged the presidential vote, then their candidate would have 

more than 50% of the vote, but could end up with 30% of MPs, and that would raise 

great suspicion.


They therefore set out to rig strategically in all positions - from MCA to presidential vote.


However, they had to be very careful in how they stole the votes, so as not to raise any 

suspicion.


They concentrated their rigging plot for MCAs, MPs, Senators, Governors & President in 

these counties - Nairobi, Kiambu, Murang'a, Nyeri, Kirinyaga, Embu, Nakuru, Tharaka-

Nithi, Meru, Nyandarua and Laikipia.


They did so very carefully, taking advantage of the narrative they have been pushing, 

regarding current political dynamics in these counties (won't go into it now, but have 

written about it in previous articles).


They are so cunning that, they even "let" a Kikuyu Jubilee candidate win MP seat in 

Nakuru, to bring confusion.


However, reason they "allowed" this Jubilee candidate to win, is because they believed 

their UDA candidate in that constituency was not as loyal to Ruto as they wanted, and 

could therefore be sacrificed, to bring confusion, just in case anyone was suspicious 

about UDA winning too many seats in the region.




Long story short: More than 50% of UDA MCAs, MPs, Senators and Governors elected in 

Nairobi, Kiambu, Murang'a, Nyeri, Kirinyaga, Embu, Nakuru, Tharaka-Nithi, Meru, 

Nyandarua and Laikipia counties are beneficiaries of stolen votes.


In the presidential vote, circumstantial evidence shows Ruto's votes were increased by 

about 2 million.


Supreme Court 

Azimio has gone to the Supreme Court to challenge the presidential contest winner, as 

announced by IEBC chairman (4 out of 7 IEBC commissioners have also rejected the 

results announced by IEBC chairman).


They have cited massive rigging, outright theft of Raila Odinga's votes, among other 

irregularities as their grounds for rejecting results announced by IEBC chairman.


Bizarrely, there are many powerful non-Africans pressuring Raila to concede, yet the 

matter is already in court, and he has said he will accept the court's verdict.




Also, prominent Africans, including some presidents, have been suggesting that Raila 

should concede, rather than go to court.


Why?


The only explanation I can think of is this: The prominent Africans pushing Raila to accept 

an obviously stolen election, are doing so upon being themselves pressured by powerful 

non-Africans, to pressure Raila to concede.


Reasons?


1. When evidence of rigging is showed in court, the average Kenyan watching at home 

will wonder, how can the (de facto) Opposition party manage to rig the election? They 

must have had foreign help?


Some may start wondering whether it is true that some foreign governments sabotage 

African countries.


2. Most Africans have been made to believe that, for an election to be fair, they need to 

have Western companies managing those elections, since "they would be neutral".


The Kenyan election was managed entirely by Western-based companies, including 

printing of ballots.


Kenyans - and other Africans following this matter - may start saying, "so even European 

companies can rig elections?"




They will start wondering why.


This is why very powerful non-Africans are scared to death by the election petition at the 

Supreme Court.
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